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Some of the above Meta States are Beliefs. List them simply.
What is the difference between a belief and a thought.
List a series of beliefs and thoughts
What is the difference in the way you perceive a belief and a thought
Pick a belief - ask, "Why do you believe that"?
You'll get a list of cause and effect and complex equivalence statements
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Looping around a thought - good and bad
Consistency over time. Imagine having the belief over time (time line)
Desirability - want the belief (submodalities)
An authoritative voice in your head saying it.
Cause and effect and complex equivalence statements
Change Your Beliefs as Regards Persuasion
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Conversational Meta States. The Beginning of Influential Spinning!

Is it true that He/She who sets the frame first wins?
Why Not!
So what is true then?
The "Language" of Influential Spinning
Bring to bear on. . .
Blend into or with
Leverage into. . .
Combine with, on a higher level
The sense of "X" opens onto (their frame), and necessitates. . .
Join
Neutralize that with. . .
Your value of "X" beats that up (a frame you don't like) cause it to be
replaced with "X".
Let's split that thought off for now and replace it with. . . "X"
Enhance that thought with . . .
Let's build into that the thought of
Wrap all that in the feeling of. . . "X"

How can we GUARANTEE the person we are influencing will "Buy Into" our
frame?
Using Criteria and Values as the Over All Frame
Meta States to add to their Values to Make them even more willing.
Suggestibility
Desire
Open Mindedness
Fairness
Sexuality/intimacy
Hypnosis/Trance/A Spell (You put a spell on me. . .)
Any positive value they will buy into will help and you are
assured they will be more open to "buying in" if you
leverage it into their values.

